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In this issue
Welcome to the first issue of
IMP News for 2017! Currently
Industry Mentoring Program is
still going strong, thanks to the
work of our great mentors,
who contribute their
knowledge, networks and
year after year!
Read on to learn about the
international connections
being developed through our
Program, some inspiring
Program outcomes (the reason
we do what we do), and lots
more!

Save the Date
We have some great events
coming up, including our
and our annual Mentoring
Celebration events - here's
what's on:

29 June - Celebration (Bris)
5 July - Celebration (GC)
You can book for these events
by logging into your
mentoring account.
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International connections through
mentoring by Joshua Murchie
I entered the industry mentoring program as a first timer
and had no experience in such programs before. I
described my future goals and ambitions and the qualities
that I would like in a mentor and within a few days Nicole
had found someone that she thought would be perfect. My
scenario was quite unique as I wanted to connect with a
true entrepreneur and someone with a depth of knowledge
in the area. I connected with my mentor whom was based
out of Malaysia and we arranged a weekly time to connect
via Skype. My mentor was very professional and I had the
opportunity to speak openly and frankly with him about all
of the topics that I was interested in and received some
great guidance and advice that has helped me fine-tune
my skills. I recently visited Asia and arranged a time to
meet up with Bob in person. The experience has been
great and Bob has extended an open line communication
and advice outside of the mentoring program. I am
extremely thankful for the opportunity to connect with such
an amazing and knowledgeable industry legend.
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Recently, Delys and I were really moved to hear from one
of our long-time mentors, Valentine Wats, about his
enduring connection with a past mentee from our Program,
Bryce Davies. Bryce was matched with Valentine in 2014,
and we'll let him tell you the rest:

Competition update
In the spirit of better late than
never, we are pleased to
announce the winners of last

Bryce Davies
Customer Success Team
Leader at Tanda
April 7, 2015, Bryce reported
directly to Valentire

role as a professional in society. I can only give the
greatest thanks to him as my mentor and friend.

will receive a voucher.

IMP mentor Aldo Gutierrez
recently shared the linked
article with us, which
describes a successful
reverse mentoring program
at Pershing. He wrote,

an electronic engineering student and Valentine was a
mentor in the IT and Business spheres. Valentine and
I found common ground in our interest and business
and he helped me see the possibilities of what business
knowledge and acumen can bring to life. I found Valentine
to be incredibly caring, charismatic and insightful as a
mentor and pushed me beyond my self imposed limits
challenged me to help develop a business plan for a
prospective venture and through that exercise I learned
an incredible amount about myself, the world and about
the nature of leadership and mentorship. Valentine
opened up a whole other dimension to my studies and

Mentor competition: Grace
Nguyen (mentee) and (mentor)
Milton Kiefel. Congratulations,
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Valentine was my mentor as a part of the mentoring

Bryce went on to become a foundation team member of a
tech start-up in Australia, and his company is now
expanding into the U.S. market.
That same day, we received an email from Valentine's
current mentee, Hien:
''Just to let you know that I went to meet my mentor, Mr Valentine
Wats, yesterday, and it was an amazing and eye-opening experience

appreciate it."
"I have a strong belief that we
(mentors) have so much to learn
from students/mentees but
sometimes we might not see the
value and fresh thinking they
provide".

Thanks for your insight, Aldo!
We often receive feedback
from our mentors about how
much they have learned for
their mentees, and this is a
great reminder that we are
constantly learning - if we
are open to the process.

It's great stories like this one that make us so excited to
be able to provide this point of connection for mentors and
mentees, and that drive us to look for new ways of making
the experience better and better. Thanks to Valentine, and
to all of our mentors - your support makes a huge
difference in the lives of our students. If you have any
feedback or ideas for improving the Program, please get in
touch at industrymentoringprogram@griffith.edu.au

You can read the article here.
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